¼ yard (about 8 ½ lengthwise grain by 22-23 inches) fleece for main fabric
5” by 22-23 inches for contrast
Scraps or yarn for hat tassels
Measure your head around the forehead: ______ + 1” = _______ cutting width

Tip: In my case, my head measures 22 ½”. I found that I wanted my hat to be snug so it would stay on in the wind, so I used a larger seam allowance. My hat **finishes** at 21 ½” or one inch smaller than my head circumference. Depending on what you find comfortable, you may find that a cutting width exactly the same as your head circumference is just perfect.

Cut main body fleece 8 ½” high by cutting width. Make certain that the lengthwise (not-stretchy) grainline runs vertically and that the stretchy cross-grain is what goes around your head!

Cut hat band fleece 4 ½” by cutting width (if folding under) or 3 ½” by cutting width (if using raw edge).

Option: vary the width of your band depending on how warm you want it to be and the pattern (if any) of your fleece. My main fabric is not fuzzy on the inside and I wanted soft, so I have 1 ¼” of the red checked fleece on the inside and about 1” folded under on the outside edge so that there are two layers of fleece to keep my ears warm on a windy winter’s day.

Pin seam and test the fit: now is the time make adjustments to snug it up if needed.

Sew seams on hat body and hat band using a narrow zigzag, about 1.0 width and 3.0 length.

Pin the seams open.

Place the hat band and hat body WRONG sides together, matching the seams and overlapping about ½”. Stitch with a serpentine (wavy multi-stitch), 3-step zigzag or narrow zigzag to secure each raw edge. You will sew two lines of stitching, one on each side of the overlap.
Turn the hat band to the outside of the hat body and turn up. If you are making a thicker band, turn under about an inch; if you are not making a thicker band, simply fold up. Pin the edge in place; carefully put on the hat. If you want a narrower contrasting band, now is the time to trim or fold under more.
Sew the top edge of the contrasting band using the serpentine / 3-step zigzag / narrow zigzag stitch.

Optional: make some tassels. I used a 1” strip of fleece from the selvedge (leftover from another project) and folded it in half wrong-sides together and sewed with the serpentine stitch. Cut into 9-11” (or thereabouts) lengths. I opted for four strips which I then folded in half.

Turn the hat inside out. Centering the seamline in the center back, pin right sides together.

If using tassels, tuck them into the seam at the corners so that the folded edge is even with the raw edge of the seam. I placed two at each corner.

Sew the seam using a narrow zigzag.

Tip: sew from the center to the outside edge, pivot at the end and sew back to the center about ½.” Repeat from the center to the other end. This is easier than sewing all the way across beginning at the bulky outside edge.

Turn right side out and wear with joy!